ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
assertions which have to be marked plus (true) or minus
(false) by the candidate, in which case, to penalize guessing,
the number of wrong answers is deducted from the number
of right answers to obtain the score* In another popular
form the "missing word" plan is used just as in the
Ebbinghaus or Trabue Intelligence Test, except that here
definite knowledge as well as general intelligence is needed
to fill up the blanks*1
These last devices (the Short-answer Plan, the Multiple-
choice Plan, the True-false Test, and the Completion Test)
can all be used to advantage by the class teacher, or by
the college lecturer, in weekly or monthly tests. They
permit a tremendous amount of ground to be covered in
a half -hour test, and they can be marked by any assistant
or even a clerk, who can supply to the teacher or lecturer
not only the marks scored by each member of the class,
but also the frequency with which each question was cor-
rectly answered, a very useful piece of information. They
do not permit of padding. Neither, of course — and this
is a point some will regret — do they permit of any display
of good English composition. But that is probably best
te&ted separately. Its marking needs so much time that
it cannot be frequently combined with a wide-range test
of subject knowledge.
The principle of the age scale is also used in achievement
tests, and a performance or achievement age in each sub-
ject can be obtained in the same way as a mental age in
intelligence. For example, Mr, Cyril Hurt's Beading Tests 2
1 At the spring meeting in 1924 of the American College Entrance
examination Board, a body which holds examinations admitting to
a large number of American colleges, it was resolved to make a practical
test of the new type examinations in elementary algebra and in ancient
history. For two years a commission of the Board has been directing
experiments with the new type examinations in certain schools and
colleges. At Bryn Mawr College, for example, it was found that such
examinations gave results considerably closer to the school reputation
of the pupil than did the regular Entrance Examination m ancient history,
and somewhat closer in algebra.
1 Mental and Scholastic Tests, London, 1921, p. 346.
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